Vision:

At High Mowing School we recognize and nurture the highest potential in each person. We are a community where students discover who they are and develop the capacity for living fully into the future as it unfolds for them. We aspire to be a catalyst for positive change in the world by being a model for Waldorf education in the 21st century. Our graduates are confident, innovative leaders in diverse pursuits, reaching their goals and contributing to a sustainable, compassionate and peaceful future.
Congratulations
to our most recent Alumni/ae: The class of 2014

WHERE THEY ARE GOING:

- Gap year with deferred admission to Goucher College in Maryland (Acting, Singing, Psychology, and possibly Pre-med) Travel to Alaska followed by studies in Glass Blowing and Material Crafts
- Gap year in Switzerland working with extended family and walking and traveling through the UK and parts of Europe
- Naropa University in Boulder Colorado (Art and Alternative Medicine with a minor in Business and Music)
- Gap year with interest in pursuing Economics
- Clark University in Massachusetts (Global Environmental Studies)
- Smith College in Massachusetts (Performing and Visual Arts) following a gap year trekking in Nepal with the program Where There Be Dragons
- Lesley University in Massachusetts (Writing)
- Gap year with deferred admission to Goucher College in Maryland (Agriculture, Pre-med or possibly Architecture)
- Smith College in Massachusetts (Engineering)
- Purdue University in Indiana (Economics)
- Working in the local community
- Trident Technical College in South Carolina (International Business)
- North Essex Community College in Massachusetts (Deaf Studies) with plan for transfer to a four year colleges and train as an interpreter for the deaf
- Fitchburg State College in Massachusetts (Sociology and Psychology)
- University College of London (Philosophy)
- Savannah College of Art and Design (Industrial Design)
- University of Vermont (Liberal Arts and Sciences)
- Middlebury College in Vermont (Pre-med)
- Daniel Webster College in New Hampshire (Computer and Electrical Engineering)
- Maryville College in Tennessee (Mountain Challenge Fellow pursuing Pre-med studies)
- St. John's College in Maryland (Great Books Program)
- Gap year for Professional Circus Training with deferred admission to Wheaton College in Massachusetts (Writing, Psychology, Social Sciences)
- Smith College in Massachusetts (Liberal Arts and Sciences, Writing and Agriculture) following a gap year with Kroka expeditions in Ecuador and on a ranch in Wyoming
- Brandeis University in Massachusetts (Anthropology and Pre-med) following a gap semester to walk the Camino in Spain
- Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts (Painting) following a gap year
- College of the Atlantic in Maine (Plants and Agriculture) following a gap year
- Goucher College in Maryland (Pre-veterinary Studies)
- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Liberal Arts and Sciences)
- University of Rochester in New York (Political Science)
- Warren Wilson College in North Carolina (Art) following a gap year
- Prescott College in Arizona (Outdoor Leadership)
- Prescott College in Arizona (Marine Biology) following a gap year
- Bunker Hill Community College in Massachusetts (Game Design)
Dear Friends,

Our 2014 graduates are a positive testament to the education offered at High Mowing School. Students emerge from High Mowing as confident, innovative individuals, connected to their life’s purpose and ready to contribute to and make a difference in society and the world community. Take a look at the many paths and universities this year’s graduates have chosen and you will get a sense of how empowered these young people are to pursue their life’s work.

Commitment to this school and this place runs deep for our graduates and community. The outpouring of support for our Frye Field campaign is evidence of this commitment. This year we had higher giving participation rates from all members of our community than ever before. And as I write this letter, we are closing in on the finish line for meeting our goal to conserve and purchase the Frye Field and adjoining land. Thank you all for the support.

This past year our faculty and staff have been deeply involved in planning for the future of our school. Our program development is focusing on the critical attributes, multiple literacies, and modes of delivery of a 21st-century education, while continuing to utilize the developmental approach to educating young people that is unique to High Mowing School and Waldorf education. Our approach instills a love of, and yearning for, lifelong learning, a hallmark of a High Mowing graduate! The rich high school education we offer here is becoming more exciting as this work of realizing our future objectives begins to manifest.

It is only with the ongoing support of all of you that it is possible for us to realize our objectives and continue to offer this gift to today’s young people. I invite and encourage you to participate and I extend a heartfelt thank you for your support.

Rea Gill, Executive Director
Mary Graham, President of the High Mowing Board of Trustees and Alumni Parent (’05 and ’13), addressed the 2014 graduating class. Here is an excerpt from her remarks.

As you leave High Mowing, here is what I hope you take forward with you:

**Cultivate your imagination and your creativity.** I believe that the practice of some kind of artistic endeavor is essential for effectively addressing the whole of life from a creative perspective. Without the arts, we too quickly forget our human capacity as creators.

Art is frequently considered a marginal activity. We are taught mathematics, for example, so that we develop certain capacities of rational, logical habits of thought. These are good things—but for some reason, the arts are not recognized in the same way: as a training ground for the development of imagination and creativity, which is the source of all new ideas—in math, science, language, indeed, all worthwhile human endeavor.

Creativity grows out of taking action. It’s not the pre-requisite, so don’t wait around for that lightning bolt of inspiration to get started. Creativity is a limitless resource given to all, not just a select few. It builds with practice, so, like everything else, the more you practice, the better you get at it, and the better you get, the more enjoyable it becomes. According to Albert Einstein, creativity is contagious, so pass it on!

The two most powerful forces that you have to give to the world (and to yourself) are your attention, and your love. One without the other is never enough, and everyone has a limitless capacity for both, so you can give generously without the fear that you will ever run out. In fact, both seem to grow and multiply the more you give. Think about that for a minute – how many things can we truly say that about?

**So...what has High Mowing given you?** Your parents and teachers have given you an education based in freedom, and encouraged you to think for yourselves. You’ve created your own textbooks, illustrated them, explored the world’s cultures and history, learned about the natural world, how to survive in the woods, performed in plays, concerts, and coffee houses, made beautiful and useful things with your hands, sang, and danced, and formed deep bonds of friendship and connection in your hearts.

But the greater part of what you leave here with may still be invisible to you – as it most likely is to your parents, teachers, and others who know you – and that is, that which, in you, has not been suppressed, taken away, obstructed or denied. The whole purpose and meaning of this place is to help clear the path for you, as much as possible in four years, so that you may exercise your birthright: to grow fully and without hindrance into the person you are here on this earth to become, and do the work you came to do.

So give it all you’ve got. Nothing else really matters.

Mary Graham, June 2014
2014-2015
Board of Trustees

Mary Graham, AP ’05, AP ’13, President
Doug Powers, AP ’92, Vice President
Richard NEEL ’57, Treasurer
Michael Conley, AP ’11, AP ’12, Clerk
S. Philip Brooks, AP ’79, AP ’83, AP ’91, AP ’93
Wendy Bruneau, AP ’11, AP ’14, P ’17, F
Susan CURRIER ’72
Paul GARDNER ’57
Robert Sim, AP ’03, AP ’06, F
Brad Miller, F
Jeri WACHTER ’82, AP ’14
Nancy Wight, AP ’14

2014-2015
School Leadership

Rea Gill, Executive Director
Judy Wachler, Pedagogical Chair
Wendy Bruneau, Academic Dean
Cary Hughes, Dean of Students
Dale Dintaman, Director of Residential Life
Karen Simmons, Director of Finance and Campus Operations
Kevin Driscoll, Director of Admissions
Jan Kingsbury, Director of Community and Resource Development

Key:
AP = Alumni/ae Parent
P = Current Parent
F = Faculty
Capitalized last name followed by year = Alumnus/a
The Abbot Hill Society

We are grateful for the commitment made by the following people to sustain High Mowing School by including us in their estate plans:

Jonathan T. ANDERSON '92
Richard BARNES * '56
Helen BRIDGE Boynton '46
Virginia Brooks and S. Philip Brooks T, AP
Miriam DeSylva * AP
Rachel G. DOANE '58
Marie BERNSTEIN Dunphy '45
Karen P. Emerson AP
Charles L. Felsenthal
Steven A. FISCHER '68
Linda GUTHRIE '64
Mr. Charles S. Hobbs *
Anne HARRISON Husted '66
Michael R. KLEIN * '54
Keith David Krokyn '66
Stephen MARSHALL '71

Robert C. Meissner, Jr. T, AP
Andrew J. MOOS '78
Orin NISENSON '67
Lee SAYRE Overton '46
Mary RICKARD Paul '44
Doria Harris and Douglas Powers T, AP
Naomi GARGILL Ritter * '55
Douglas SCHMIDT '61
Averil CROSBY Smith * '59
Molly SYMONS '62
Irene K. TAYLOR * '59
Frank WATERMAN * '50
Jacqui WHITFIELD '62
Katherine WHITTEMORE * '63
Susanne NORTHEY Winch '59

* Deceased
AP = Alumni/ae Parent; P = Current Parent; G = Grandparent; F = Faculty; T = Trustee; S = Supporter; Capitalized last name followed by year = Alumna/us
EMMET HOUSE CIRCLE
GIFTS GREATER THAN $9,999

**BENEFACTORS**
$20,000 OR MORE
Anonymous
Emilie BAIRSTOW Dyson ’69
Dyson Foundation

**SUSTAINERS**
$10,000 - $19,999
Kenneth Bernhardt, Alexis Blair and Ethan Blair G, P
Virginia and S. Philip Brooks T, AP
John Elder P
Constance Hoguet and Richard NEEL ’57, T

WEATHERVANE CIRCLE
GIFTS FROM $1,000 - $9,999

**FOUNDERS**
$5,000 - $9,999
David E. Blackmer Family Trust
Alice Bennett Groh and Trauger Groh AP
Jacqueline and J. Kurt MILLER ’58
David WHITE ’62

**LEADERS**
$1,942 - $4,999
Anonymous
Rachel G. DOANE ’58
Leontina Elder P
Charles L. Felsenthal
Charles Schwabb Charitable Fund
Fidelity Foundation Matching Gifts to Education Program
Judy and Paul GARDNER ’57, T
Dave and Rea Gill F
Doria Harris and Douglas Powers T, AP
Jerry Husted and Anne HARRISON Husted ’66
Wolf Kahn and Emily Mason
Katrina and Steven Lewers T, AP
Robert C. Meissner, Jr. T, AP
Motch Family Foundation
Lee SAYRE Overton ’46
Michael SCHAEFER ’58

**PATRONS**
$1,000 - $1,941
The Howard Bayne Fund
Susan CURRIER ’72, T
Elizabeth and Peter Caulo AP
Ottmar and Irmtraud Fuell P, AP
David and Mary Graham T, AP
Esther Nelson and Bernd Ulken AP
Roos Foundation
Janet and James Sterritt AP
Joanna STONE ’63
Yoko and Seiji Takahashi AP
Jeri WACHTER ’82, T
Lawrence WASHINGTON ’69
Sage Wheeler and Richard Pendleton P, AP
John Williams and Noa HALL ’61

2013-14 Total Giving PARTICIPATION RATES:
Alumni = 16%
Faculty = 100%
Parents = 54%
Board of Trustees = 100%
HILL CIRCLE
GIFTS UP TO $999

GIFTS OF $500 - $999
Serafin and Michael Anderson F, AP
Kathy Boss F, P, AP
Camilla and Eric de Rochambeau P
Pierre du Prey and Julia BUSSEr
du Prey ‘62
Christina and Alan Ewald P, AP
Pablo Halpern and Nancy Wight T, AP
Bruce Hammatt and
Alicia GOING Hammatt ‘63
Intel Volunteer Program
Ronald Johnson and Mary Jo
STODDARD Johnson ‘54
Nancy GREENE Neel ‘57
Tim Schloemer and Denise
Poulin P
PSEG
Lindsay H. RICE ‘64
Annette and Stephan Schläfereit P, AP
Robert Singer AP
William WOLFE ‘52

GIFTS OF $250 - $499
Meg Agnew and Merlin
Wisswaesser AP
Susan Bartlett and Robert
Bernstein P, AP
Linda BEEBE Blicker ‘62
Susanne and James Buchanan P
Amy and Michael Conley T, AP
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Cushman
Neil Faiman and Lynne Pentler
Steven A. FISCHER ‘68
Carrie and Dmitry Grebenev AP
Iza Trapnai-Hare and Robert
S. HARE ’67
Brendan HARNETT and Megan
Jim Janetos and Dale Pollack AP
Rachael LANDGARTEN ‘04
Kim McCormick F, P, AP
Andrew J. MOOS ’78
Natures Green Grocer
Stephen and Dianna
Normanton F, AP
Dagny EMMET O’Keefe ’52
Heidi Rodger P, AP
Allison and Kevin Schmidlein AP
Russell and Karen Simmons F
Jude and Andrew Sky AP
Arthur and Lois Wachter G
Patricia and John WARDELL ’59
Claudia HOHENBERG Yatsevitch ’45
Shirley and George WEND ’47
Christina and Alexander C. Wright AP

GIFTS OF $100 - $249
Anonymous
Angela and Alfonso Adinolfi G
Hans Albee and Jennifer
JACKSON Albee ‘00
Theodore Aldrich
Leland Tyson Anderson, Jr. and
Kelly Anderson AP
Arthur and Elizabeth Auer AP
Suzanne and David Auerbach AP
Keith and Andrea Badger F, AP
Jeannette WINAS Bertles ’44
Charles Britton AP
James and Susan Callihan AP
Cindy Cameron AP
Heather Carver F
Dana CROSS Coes ’69
Sheila and Dale Dintaman F, AP
Lilja PARSSINEN Delphey ’46
Edith H. BOERNER Dirks ’49
Georgia DOING ’10
James Drapeau P
Jaymie Dunne P, AP
Evan and Wendy Fielding F, AP
Ruth and Siegfried FINSER ’50
Steven A. FISCHER ’68
Dr. Steven C. Fischer
Howard and Joan Friedel AP
Jonathan FRIEDEL ’82
Raven Garland F
Robert M. Gaynor and May HAIN
Gaynor ’68
Drew Gillett and Barbara
Deane-Gillett AP
Edwin Goodall and Cecelia Cox AP
Bill Henze and Gael GRANT ’55
Kim and Peter Govoni F, AP
Annual Campaign
July 1, 2013 – June 30, 2014

Elizabeth GREENMAN '55
Margaret Hawthorn and Bruce MacDougall AP
Kirsten and Curtis Hill P, AP
Maureen and Powen Hsu AP
Sandy and Cary Hughes T, F, AP
Intel Matching Gifts to Education Program
Mrs. Karl F, AP
Henry and Mary Korsik AP
Michele GAGNON Kyrimes '61
Geta JAMES LeSeur-Brown '53
Natasha MOULTON Levy '91
K. Richmond LEWIS '78
Alan Lombardi and Elizabeth GARDNER Lombardi '55
Jeanne and Keith Mahon AP
Donald J. Malkin AP
Amy and Walter Manny F
Joelle Martin and Don Brezinski P
Taryn M. McGOVERN '08
Mac and Ellen LORD Mead '60
Brenda K. Means G
Brad Miller F
Dr. John Fitzallen MOORE '45
Marguerite C. Nelson F, AP
Colleen and Daniel O'Connors F, P
Carol and Michael Oliver AP
Mickey and Cornelius Pieterse AP
Ari O. PREUSS '56
Belinda Rathbone AP
Paola Santillan F, AP
Lou Schickel G
Susan Schickel and Craig Wilson AP
Kurt SCHMIDLEIN '09, F
Marie A. Schmukal and S. Peter BROOKS '91
Elizabeth ROGERS Scott '65
Barbara and Robert Sim T, F, AP
Bruce Rosenblum and Irina
Golfman Rosenblum AP
William SOODAK and Victoria CHABOT Soodak '72, '74, F
Beth STIMSON '69
Rick Swanson and Wendy Bruneau F, P, AP
Faustina TAKAHASHI '10
Rob and Judy Wachler F
Sid and Janet Ward G
Kimberly and John Wass AP
Brenda WEISMAN '57
Thomas G. WETZL and Diamelia HERRERA Wetzl '50, '50
Susan White and Guy Johnson P
Will Wright AP
Mary Wright P
Stanley and Claudia Young
Pia Zaslowe and Scott Swanson P

GIFTS UP TO $99
Susan Anderson G
Miguel ANTUNES '03
Oliver ANTUNES '05
Dillon BADGER '10
Karen Margaret Bates
Rachel Sondra BECHHOEFER '00
Robert S. Becker and Donna Lyn Schlachman AP
Stephen BLANCHARD '65
Sarah ANTUNES Blaser '01
Kathryn Booth AP
Rebecca BOYDEN '68
Beverly Boyer and Dale Coyle F, AP
Tony and Kim Campos F
Miguel Cardenas and Thora GRAHAM Cardenas '01, F
Stephen and Eunice Chalmers F
Kathy Chapman and Curt Spacht AP
Jennifer and Alexander Chapman-Sendzimir P, AP
Kathleen Chick AP
Lucille and Peter Clemm AP
Haley CLOUGHERTY '10
Grace V. Conlin AP
Kamala and Jefferson COTTON '66
Bruce and Deana Darby P, AP
Kevin Driscoll F
Alison ENGEL '04
Margaret Foxweldon and Leonard Weldon AP
Frederick GAUTESEN '58
Ashton GILMORE '56
Bernadette Golden AP
Victoria MEESS Grady '52
Glynn and Anthony Graham AP
Daniel Gray '03
Please know that every effort has been made to be accurate. If you find an error, please accept our apologies and let us know.
Scholarships

Abby YANDELL ‘10 Scholarship Fund
Andrea and Keith Badger F, AP
Dillon BADGER ’10
Elizabeth and Peter Caulo AP
Kathy and Curt Chapman AP
Kathleen Chick AP
Haley CLOUGHERTY ’10
Amy and Michael Conley T, AP
Georgia DOING ’10
Fidelity Foundation Matching Gifts to Education Program
Raven Garland F
Kim and Peter Govoni F, P, AP
Theodore GROH ’09
Constance Hoguet and Richard NEEL ’57, T
Maureen and Powen Hsu AP
Aaron LANDIS ’09
Kevin LEONARD ’09
Matthew McLEAN ’10
Crane Morehouse AP
Dianna and Steve Normanton F, AP
JaimeN PElEZ ’11
Kurt SCHMIDLEIN ’09, F
Therese and Kevin Taylor AP
Chris Vaccaro and Catherine Axe AP
Shea VACCARO ’10
Tolin VACCARO ’12

Ann Friedl Scholarship Fund
Drázo and Vlasta Joksimovic AP
Ari O. PREUSS ’56
Michael SCHAEFER ’58
David WHITE ’62

Beulah Hepburn Emmet Scholarship Fund
Anonymous
Pierre du Prey and Julia BUSSER du Prey ’62
High Mowing School Pottery Studio
May Day
David WHITE ’62

The David Blackmer Science Fund
David E. Blackmer Family Trust

Diversity Scholarship Fund
Ariana JOSTAD-LASWELL ’03
Geta JAMES LeSeur-Brown ’53

The High Mowing Music Fund
Michael and Serafin Anderson AP, F
Virginia and S. Philip Brooks AP
Charles L. Felsenthal
Charles Hawthorne and Jeanne BARTEN Hawthorne ’55
Rachael JOHNSON ’99, F
Mrs. Karl F, AP
Katrina and Steven Lewers T, AP
Marguerite C. Nelson F, AP
William SOODAK and Victoria CHABOT Soodak ’72, ’74, F
Yoko and Siji Takahashi AP
George Thompson and Susan PRINCE Thompson ’70
Rob and Judy Wachler F
David WHITE ’62

Land Education And Farming Fund (LEAF)
Anonymous
Liva Jostad-Laswell F

Geraldine ROSSÉ Mathews ’49 and Gwendolyn MATHEWS Greenway ’81 Fund
Heather Carver F

Robert Pittman Scholarship Fund
David WHITE ’62
William WOLFE ’52

Projects Block Scholarship Fund
Anonymous

Sandy Brooks Scholarship Fund
Marie A. Schmukal and S. Peter BROOKS ’91

Scholar-Athlete Scholarship Fund
Dr. Steven C. Fisher
Gifts in Memory

Jay HARTFORD Aldrich ’60
Theodore Aldrich

Julia GRAVES Beard ’52
Marjorie Powell and Joseph BEARD ’52

Robert Berube
Karyn Hannigan

Kyle CONGLETON ’84
Elizabeth B. SPEAR ’85

Eudora Carvalho Dronge
Michele GAGNON Kyrimes ’61

Susan Cantrell Gilchrist
Michael LATHAM ’60

Neeltje W. Hain
Robert M. Gaynor and May HAIN Gaynor ’68

Marjorie Collins Hall
Harvey Kahn and Holly COLLINS-Kahn ’71

Noa HALL ’61
Madlyn MILLIMET Deming ’61
Alex FEDOROV ’61
Michele GAGNON Kyrimes ’61
Linda Mack AP
Ginia BALLARD Pati ’60

Richard HOLLAND ’62
David WHITE ’62

Peter JOHNSON ’85
Anne WILLIAMS ’83

Molly MacDOUGALL ’96
Margaret Hawthorne and Bruce MacDougall AP

Joseph, Elizabeth and Peter Millimet
Lisa Gray MILLIMET ’65

David Mitchell
Theodore GROH ’09

David SPRAGUE ’84
Anne WILLIAMS ’83

Henry and Dorothea Williams
Frances WILLIAMS Dunlap ’63

Abigail Yandell ’10
Dillon BADGER ’10
Haley CLOUGHERTY ’10
Theodore GROH ’09
Maureen and Powen Hsu AP
Aaron LANDIS ’09
Kevin LEONARD, Jr ’09
Stephen and Dianna Normanton F, AP
Jaimen PEREZ ’11
Kurt SCHMIDLEIN ’09
Shea VACCARO ’10
Tolin VACCARO ’12

Gifts in Honor

Virginia and S. Philip Brooks
Goldszer Family Philanthropic Fund

Anne Emmet
Leslee and Stephen MARSHALL ’71

Linda LEVENTHAL Feuler ’62
Edwin Feulner

Marguerite C. Nelson
Robert Singer AP

Kurt SCHMIDLEIN ’09
Brooke Stevens

Helen WRIGHT ’08
Christina and Alexander C. Wright AP

Endowment Fund

Estate of Charles S. Hobbs
Lee SAYRE Overton ’46
David WHITE ’62
Gifts in Kind

Anonymous
Bo Bradham P, AP
Heather Carver F
Agnes CHABOT Almquist ’71
Susan LUNT Childress ’80
Seamus CONLEY ’11
Susan CURRIER ’72, T
Marvin Etzioni
Mark Ferguson F
David GRAHAM ’03
Fiona GRAHAM ’13
Mary Graham T, AP
Sharon STEVENS Grunden ’74
Pablo Halpern AP
Hilltop Café
Eugene Hennessy
Laurie L. Houghtaling F
Anne HARRISON Husted ’66
Alexios Karl
Brigitta KARL ’79
Isabel KARL ’70
Silas Little, Esquire AP
William McAuley
James and Katherine McClure F, AP
Kim McCormick F, P, AP
Ian McSweeney
Nancy Mellon
MoreSound Company
Ol’ Factory

Jeffrey Parker F
Gordon PEERY ’71
Pine Hill Waldorf School
Alexis PITTMAN ’77
Daniel ROAMAN ’08
The Russell Foundation
Judie and Andrew Sky AP
Jonah TOLCHIN ’11
Kurt SCHMIDLEIN ’09, F
Shea VACCARO ’10
Tom M. Weller, AIA, LEED, AP
Guy WOLFF ’70
Helen WRIGHT ’08
Yellow Dog Car Wash
Laura Jane ABBOTT ’76
Meg Agnew and Merlin Wisswaesser P
Hans Albee and Jennifer JACKSON Albee ’00
Drew ALLEN ’61
Kirstin KANTNER Allo ’92
Michael and Serafin Anderson F, AP
Leland Tyson Anderson and Kelly Anderson AP
Romy Antoine P
Anonymous
Anonymous
Elixabeth and Arthur Auer AP
Suzanne and David Auerbach AP
Keith and Andrea Badger F, AP
Gary Banks AP
Elizabeth KIP Barricklow ’64
Joseph BEARD and Marjorie Powell ’52
Giselle BELANGER ’98
Max M. BERMANN, M.D. ’55
Jenny BLACKMER ’81
Gwendolyn BLACKMER ’02
Rachel BLACKMER ’81
Jennifer and Christopher Blansfield P
Linda BEEBE Blicker ’62
Elene and Christopher Bonnard-Sedlatchek AP
Randi Altfather and Carl K. BORCHERT ’82
Johan BOS-BEIJER ’73
Kathy Boss F, P, AP
Beverly Boyer and Dale Coye F, AP
Charles Britton AP
Virginia Brooks and S. Philip Brooks T, AP
Donna and Chipper Brown AP
Clara BROWN ’09
Rick Swanson and Wendy Bruneau F, P, AP
Susanne and James Buchanan P
Louise and Alan Budd P
Jay BURNSIDE ’83
Torreyana Rainbow CARL ’13
Heather Carver F
Maxine Carver
Martino Castelli and Katharina FOLTAPPELS Castelli ’85
Stephen and Eunice Chalmers F
Margaret L. and Kurt M. Charpentier AP
Austin CHICK ’89
Lucille and Peter Clemm AP
Harvey Kahn and Holly COLLINS-Kahn ’71
Amy and Michael Conley T, AP
Laurence Coronis and Heidi Bliss AP
Julianne COYE ’07
Micaela CULLINAN ’89
Susan CURRIER ’72
Jennifer and Milan Daler AP
Susan Danoff and Neal Tolchin AP
Abby T Dawson
Deb and Mike Degan AP
Lilja PARSSINEN Delpey ’46
Madlyn MILLIMET Deming ’61
Marilyn E Demorest
Sheila and Dale Dintaman F, AP
Mary Doane
Rachel G. DOANE ’58
Georgia DOING ’10
James Drapeau P
Kevin Driscoll F
Pierre du Prey and Julia BUSSER du Prey ’62
Rainer and Claudia Duchêne AP
Nina Abbott DUGGAN ’13
Frances WILLIAMS Dunlap ’63
Jaymie Durnan P, AP
Diana MOTCH Dwight ’62
Catherine L. Eby and Richard K. Eby P
Leontina Elder P
Jeremy Elder ’15
Alison ENGEL ’04
Christina and Alan Ewald P
Leslie H Fabian
Gary and Patrice Pinette F, AP
Alexis PITTMAN and Helen Dalbeck ‘77
Doria Harris and Douglas Powers T, AP
Ari O. PREUSS ’56
Belinda Rathbone AP
Wendy REDFIELD ’86
Tina and Gerald Rheault AP
Heidi Rodgers P, AP
Charles Roos and Anne FRIEDRICH Roos ’49
Leonore DESYLVA Russell ’64
Whitney Alice RUTTER ’99
Paola Santillan F, AP
Megan Sass P
Michael SCHAEFER ’58
Elsa Marie Schloemer ’17
Tim Schloemer and Denise Poulin P
Allison and Kevin Schmidlein AP
Kurt SCHMIDLEIN ’09
Douglas SCHMIDT ’61
James SCHMIDT ’62
Jean H. SCOTT ’45
Roger Seacole
William and Edythe Selles AP
Peggy Shaughnessy and Eric F. Blackmer AP
Barbara and Robert Sim F, T, AP
Joshua SIM ’06
Russell and Karen Simmons F
Jodie and Andrew Sky AP
Marshall T. SLAYTON ’48
Robin S. SLEITH ’04
Laurie Smith and Timothy Dunlap SMITH ’64
Linnea SNYDER ’06
Victoria CHABOT Soodak and William SOODAK 74, ’72
Paula and Robert Spear AP
Elisabeth B. SPEAR ’85
Joyce STEINLAUF ’71
Brooke Stevens
Dana STEVENS ’03
Beth STIMSON ’69
Suzanne THERIAULT Stoffolano ’84
Jeffrey and Lynne Stone
Joanna STONE ’63
Molly SYMONS ’62
Nicole MALKIN Tabor ’91
Mary STEVENSON Thieme ’51
George Thompson and Susan PRINCE Thompson ’70 AP
Desmond J. TIIHONEN ’50
Rick Traub and Mary Whiting AP
Robert Emmet TREDWAY ’65
Frank Uhlig and Dorothy Hinkle-Uhlig
Ruth Parenton VINCENT-Schechtman ’02
Miriam SPIEGEL Volkmann ’55
Anke VOSS ’82
Rob and Judy Wachler F
Jeri WACHERT 82, T, AP
Julie and Sidney John Ward P, AP
Erica WARNOCK ’79
Kimberly and John Wass AP
Cynthia Weber
Lisa WEINSTEIN ’75
Brenda WEISMAN ’57
Shirley and George WEND’47
Sage Wheeler and Richard Pendleton P, AP
Susan White and Guy Johnson P
Christopher WHITE ’79
David WHITE ’62
Jacqui WHITFIELD ’62
Kaidi HOYT Widdecombe ’45
Pablo Halpern and Nancy Wight T, AP
William H. WILDES ’56
Mary T. WillAllen AP
Anne WILLIAMS ’83
Rowan Willigan
Karl WILSON 82, F
Donald WIMPFHEIMER ’70
Susanne NORTHEY Winch ’59
Megan and Benjamin WISNIEWSKI ’09
William WOLFE ’52
Mark Worcester AP
Cynthia Worcester AP
Christina and Alexander C. Wright AP
Rosario and Dennis Wright AP
Sandra Anne Yeaton AP
Stanley and Claudia Young
Pia Zaslowe and Scott Swanson P
Myra Sue ZUCKERMAN ’69
Mary Zwirner and Gordon Bugbee AP

* This list reflects gifts made between 7/1/2013 - 6/30/2014. Please see the forthcoming Campaign report for a complete list of donors and supporters.
Alumni Gifts

1944
Jeannette WINAS Bertles
Mary RICKARD Paul

1945
Dr. John Fitzallen MOORE
Jean H. SCOTT
Kaidi HOYT Widdecombe
Claudia HOHENBERG Yatsevitch

1946
Lilja PARSSINEN Delphey
Lee SAYRE Overton

1947
George WEND

1948
Marshall T. SLAYTON

1949
Edith H. BOERNER Dirks
Anne FRIEDRICH Roos
Dawn MALVEN Senftleber

1950
Siegfried FINSER
Desmond J. TIIHONEN
Diemela HERRERA Wetzl
Thomas G. WETZL

1951
Mary STEVENSON Thieme

1952
Joseph BEARD
Victoria MEESS Grady
Dagny EMMET O'Keefe
William WOLFE
Waltraude SCHLEICHER Woods

1953
Geta JAMES LeSeur-Brown
Cornelia GRUNGE Norris

1954
Mary Jo STODDARD Johnson

1955
Max M. BERMANN, M.D.
Gael GRANT
Elizabeth GREENMAN
Elizabeth GARDNER Lombardi

1956
Jeane BARTEN Hawthorne
Miriam SPIEGEL Volkman

1957
Jenny MORTON Gibbs
Richard NEEL
Nancy GREENE Neel
Brenda WEISMAN
Paul GARDNER
Judy WEISMAN

1958
Rachel G. DOANE
Frederick GAUTESEN
Celt Cowdrey GRANT
J. Kurt MILLER
Michael SCHAEFER

1959
Ellen MORTON Hamil
Suzanne S. LATHAM
John WARDELL
Susanne NORTHEY Winch

1960
Michael M. LATHAM
Ellen LORD Mead
Charles Curtis MOORE
David MOTCH
Ginia BALLARD Pati

1961
Drew ALLEN
Madilyn MILLIMET Deming
G. Abbott FAY
Alex FEDOROV
Noa HALL
Michele GAGNON Kyrimes
Douglas SCHMIDT

1962
Linda BEEBE Blicker
Julia BUSSER du Prey
Linda LEVENTHAL Feulner
Richard HENYAN
Mary POST Jarvis-Smith

1963
Diana MOTCH Dwight
James SCHMIDT
Molly SYMONS
David WHITE
Jacqui WHITFIELD
Noah WILLIAMS

1964
Frances WILLIAMS Dunlap
Alicia GOING Hammatt
Joanna STONE

1965
Edward KIP Barricklow
Lindsay H. RICE
Timothy Dunlap SMITH

1966
Stephen BLANCHARD
Deborah ECKHARDT Kalicin
Lisa Gray MILLIMET
Leonore DESYLVIA Russell
Elizabeth ROGERS Scott
Robert Emmet TREDWAY

1967
Keith David KROKYN

1968
John GRIFFITH
Meredith HALL
Robert S. HARE
Susan COLLINS Millar
Orin NISENSON

1969
Dana CROSS Coes
Emilie BAIRSTOW Dyson
Alexander HAMILTON
Charles NORMAND
Beth STIMSON
Lawrence WASHINGTON
Myra Sue ZUCKERMAN

1970
David GILE
Alexandra HOPKINS
Smaragdi
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**FINANCIAL SUMMARY**  
*July 1, 2013 to June 30, 2014*

### Revenues

- **80.7%** Tuition revenue — $4,342,351
- **14.1%** Contributions Received — $762,564
- **3.3%** Other — $179,795
- **1.9%** Summer programs — $104,827

**TOTAL REVENUE**  
$5,389,537

### Contributions Received

- **37.7%** Frye Field — $286,450
- **34.1%** Unrestricted Funds — $260,351
- **18.2%** Other Specific Purpose Gifts — $139,067
- **9.1%** Scholarship Funds — $69,666
- **0.9%** Contributions in Kind — $7,030

**TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS**  
$762,564

### Expenses

- **48.1%** Payroll, Benefits & Contracted Faculty — $2,404,492
- **25.5%** Tuition Adjustments & Tuition Remission — $1,276,584
- **6.6%** General — $331,387
- **5.1%** Food Service — $257,331
- **3.7%** Utilities — $184,886
- **2.3%** Student Activities — $114,941
- **2.0%** Repairs & Maintenance — $100,546
- **1.9%** Supplies — $94,206
- **1.8%** Interest Expense — $90,564
- **1.7%** Insurance — $84,844
- **1.3%** Professional Fees — $63,587

**TOTAL EXPENSES**  
BEFORE DEPRECIATION**  
$5,003,368

---

*All figures unaudited as of press time of report.  
**A non-cash allowance for the decline in value of fixed assets.*